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Sabio Streamlines Its Travel Booking  
with Corporate Traveller and SAP Concur
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Quick Facts

Company Name
Sabio

Solutions  
• Concur® Expense
• Concur® Travel

Industry
Telecommunications

Company Size  
500 Employees

Location
Head office in London with offices worldwide

Why SAP Concur?
Sabio was using several different systems for 
travel and expense across its business, many of 
which were complex and required training to use. 
As a company that was growing rapidly, it was 
keen to move to a single, easy-to-use system  
that would improve visibility and reduce  
training requirements. 

ABOUT SABIO
Sabio helps organisations with their digital engagement strategies by providing customer experience 
solutions from customer journey mapping and user experience design to technical deployment, 
ongoing support and engagement analytics.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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“SAP Concur’s online support team have been really 
helpful too. We’ve had lots of online chats just to get 
quick answers on how people can do things. If there 
are issues with anything, it’s quick and simple to get 
feedback and help and support.”
 – Lea Duchemin, Account Manager, Corporate Traveller

As a rapidly growing business, Sabio was keen to maximise efficiency and 
streamline operations. One area where change was needed was corporate travel. 
Different parts of the business were using different systems, which made getting  
a complete picture of travel spend difficult. The systems were often difficult to  
use without training too, which was a problem with so many new people joining  
the company. 

Sabio wanted to partner with a travel management company so it would benefit 
from preferential travel rates and have the support of an expert partner. It also 
wanted access to a single online system that would allow employees to book and 
manage their travel and expenses online. Because multiple systems were 
already creating an issue for the business, Sabio was keen to find a single partner 
that could provide both elements.

After a competitive tender process, Sabio chose to partner with Corporate Traveller, 
a travel management company that works with over 1,400 companies across the 
UK.1 Corporate Traveller is an SAP Concur TMC Elite Partner, which meant the 
online element Sabio was keen to embrace would come as part of the package.

A Disjointed Travel  
and Expense Setup

  1 Corporate Traveller EMEA © 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

https://www.concur.com/en-us/partners/travel-management-company/corporate-traveller-emea
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A Well-Planned 
Implementation

Sabio was keen for the online system to be people’s  
first port of call, with the experts at Corporate Traveller 
providing back-up only for the most complicated booking 
requirements. To support this aim, Sabio wanted to roll 
out the new system in full from day one and to drive  
for the highest possible adoption rate. This meant 
implementation had to be particularly carefully planned 
to minimise any teething troubles when the system  
went live. Emma Cowan, Management Accountant,  
who oversaw the process, highlighted three key areas  
that were important. 

She said: “When we first launched it, everything was 
already set up exactly how we wanted it, which made  
it a lot easier for us to then make small changes  
going forward.”

A pilot programme with a few key users helped to flag  
up any potential issues. Emma said that seeing the 
questions those early users had was helpful when user 
guides were being put together, because it meant  
they could be based on real experiences. 

Finally, Sabio put a single-sign-on system in place to 
remove as many barriers as possible to booking online.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Partnering with Corporate Traveller and using  
SAP Concur has given Sabio all the benefits  
it wanted and more. The system is much easier  
to use than the systems the company had in place 
before. Emma commented: “As soon as people 
used SAP Concur once, they were more than  
happy with it. I know people really like the Concur 
Mobile App because they can just take a photo  
of the receipts and it all just flows through. They 
also appreciate little things like notifications that  
let you know that your flight has been delayed  
or cancelled, for example, that just make the 
physical process of travelling a bit easier.”

The ease of use also means training is no longer  
the issue it was. “The fact that the staff have  
found it so easy to use is definitely a big bonus  
for us because we don’t have to constantly  
train people.”

The improved visibility and joined up nature of  
the system is helping the finance team control 
costs much more effectively. Emma particularly 
highlights the value of being able to tag travel  
and expense items with project codes so they  
can be billed directly to the client concerned.

“The systems are giving us much better day-to-day 
visibility, which has helped us monitor our costs 
and what we bill to clients.”

Duty of Care has improved too. Lea Duchemin, 
Account Manager at Corporate Traveller said: “Like 
many growing companies, Sabio was increasingly 
aware of its duty of care. The bigger the company is 
the harder it is to keep track of where everyone is. 
With Corporate Traveller and SAP Concur, this is 
taken care of.”

The backup and support Sabio has from Corporate 
Traveller and SAP Concur is a bonus for Emma.

“Lea and Tom at Corporate Traveller have been great 
at helping us when we acquire a new business and 
have to add them onto the system. It’s a big task, 
especially when we need to change policies, but 
they’ve always been very helpful.

“SAP Concur’s online support team have been really 
helpful too. We’ve had lots of online chats just to 
get quick answers on how people can do things. 
If there are issues with anything, it’s quick and 
simple to get feedback and help and support.”

A Travel and Expense System  
That Delivers a Wealth of Benefits

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Overall, Sabio is seeing considerable benefits from working with a travel 
management company and migrating to an online system. 

Adoption rates of SAP Concur currently sit at 93%, which is comfortably above 
industry averages. And at the last count, Corporate Traveller was saving the 
company 15% on its air spend.

Emma concluded: “Everyone in the business is very pleased with the system.”

A Business Seeing the Benefits  
of Online Booking and a TMC

“Everyone in the business is 
very pleased with the system.”
 – Emma Cowan, Management Accountant, Sabio

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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ABOUT SAP CONCUR 
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading provider of integrated 
travel, expense, and invoice management solutions, driven 
by a relentless pursuit to simplify and automate these 
everyday processes. With SAP Concur, a top-rated app 
guides employees through every trip, charges are 
effortlessly populated into expense reports, and invoice 
approvals are automated. By integrating near real-time  
data and using AI to audit 100% of transactions, businesses  
can see exactly what they’re spending without worrying 
about blind spots in the budget. SAP Concur eliminates 
yesterday’s tedious tasks, makes today’s work easier,  
and helps businesses run at their best every day.  
Learn more at concur.co.uk or at the SAP Concur blog. 

CORPORATE TRAVELLER 
Corporate Traveller specialises in creating travel 
management programs and collaborative 
partnerships with companies in the SME space. 
We work with over 1,400 companies nationwide 
and can help streamline travel for your business 
with dedicated travel experts, seamless 
technology and demonstrated savings  
through our global travel network.

© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

https://www.concur.co.uk/
https://www.concur.co.uk/newsroom
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© 2020 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form 
or for any purpose without the express permission of SAP SE or an SAP 
affiliate company.

The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice. 
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors contain 
proprietary software components of other software vendors. National 
product specifications may vary.

These materials are provided by SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company for 
informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any 
kind, and SAP or its affiliated companies shall not be liable for errors or 
omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP or 
SAP affiliate company products and services are those that are set forth  
in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and 
services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an 
additional warranty. 

In particular, SAP SE or its affiliated companies have no obligation to 
pursue any course of business outlined in this document or any related 
presentation, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. 
This document, or any related presentation, and SAP SE’s or its affiliated 
companies’ strategy and possible future developments, products, and/or 
platforms, directions, and functionality are all subject to change and  
may be changed by SAP SE or its affiliated companies at any time for  
any reason without notice. The information in this document is not a 
commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code, or 
functionality. All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these 
forward-looking statements, and they should not be relied upon in making 
purchasing decisions.

SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as 
their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of  
SAP SE (or an SAP affiliate company) in Germany and other countries.  
All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of  
their respective companies. 

See www.sap.com/copyright for additional trademark information  
and notices.

Learn more at concur.co.uk

Follow SAP Concur

https://www.concur.com
https://www.facebook.com/SAPConcur/
https://twitter.com/sapconcur
https://www.youtube.com/user/ConcurTechnologies
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sapconcur/
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